
Appendix 4: Face Validity, Cognitive Interviewing and Pre-testing 

 

Establishing face validity 

A team from the locally-engaged social research firm conducted the initial 

translation of the scale questions into Hindi. This initial Hindi draft was reviewed 

and iteratively refined over several meetings between the first author (not a Hindi 

speaker) and members of the research team.  These meetings involved detailed 

discussion of the purpose and intent of each item, the literal translation and 

commonly understood meaning of the Hindi translation, and the appropriateness of 

the word choice and phrasing in Hindi for the target population. Hindi questions 

were then back-translated into English by a local technical team leader fluent in 

both languages but unfamiliar with the content of the questionnaire. Face validity 

of the scale was confirmed by a team of local technical experts leading a multi-

sectoral development project with the AAA workers in the study area. 

 

Overview of cognitive interviewing 

For surveys to yield valid, accurate and meaningful responses, the questions must 

be clear and comprehensible to respondents, relevant and meaningful to the key 

topics and issues of interest, and useful for informing key policy and/or 

programmatic questions of interest. One approach commonly used during pre-

testing to improve the quality of questions is cognitive interviewing, which is 

defined as “the administration of draft survey questions while collecting additional 

verbal information about the survey responses, which is used to evaluate the 

quality of the response or to help determine whether the question is generating the 

information that its author intends” (1). 

 

In this process, participants are asked to provide additional information about their 

thoughts and reactions to the questions posed. This may take the form of thinking 

aloud and narrating their thought process for each question or responding to 

specific probe questions by the interviewer after the original question has been 

asked. This process can yield insight into participant understanding of questions, 

which in turn can be used to refine and improve the question wording, phrasing and 

examples if relevant. In full form, this process can be quite time consuming. For 

that reason, this study applied “rapid cognitive interviewing”, which is a 
streamlined version of the full cognitive interviewing approach, with a more 

abbreviated discussion process and a specific focus on a subset of questions rather 

than a full questionnaire. 

 

Study application of cognitive interviewing and pre-testing 

With guidance and oversight from the first author and several other members of the 

study team, a four-member team of qualitative data collection experts from the 

contracted Indian social research firm conducted two rounds of cognitive 

interviewing with 12 AAA workers (two of each worker type in each round) in 
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villages near the study area. This was supplemented by two field pre-tests in which 

the questions were administered by data collectors (i.e., as opposed to research team 

members) to 12 separate AAA workers as a section within the broader FLW survey 
 

Participant recruitment 

Participants were recruited based on the study eligibility criteria from a village 

demographically similar but not included within the study area. Pre-testing 

respondents were deliberately selected to represent diversity in respondent type 

(e.g., in socioeconomic status, religion, caste). Similar to qualitative data collection, 

the aim was not to reach a certain sample size, but to reach “saturation” in terms of 
the variation of response types and interpretations of the questions. 

 

In order to minimize the time burden on any one respondent, rapid cognitive 

interviewing was done with separate respondents from those who were 

administered the full questionnaires. Instead, respondents for the RCI were only 

asked a basic set of demographic questions (age, religion, caste, education, etc.) and 

the specific focus questions to be explored. 
 

Procedure 

As part of the overall pre-testing process, the head of the data collection team first 

approached leaders in the relevant institution or community to seek their 

permission to recruit respondents for pre-testing. Once permission was received, the 

head of the data collection team (with facilitation support from the local leader as 

needed/appropriate) approached prospective participants to seek their consent to 

participate. This included respondents for the full questionnaire as well as separate 

respondents specifically for the RCI. 

 

After the verbal informed consent process was completed, those who agreed to 

participate were administered either the full questionnaire or the RCI focus 

questions. For both types of interviews (full and RCI), the enumerator asked the 

questions as they would in the actual interview while another member of the 

research team observed and recorded the total time taken for each section/sub-

section as well as any apparent confusion, uncertainty, or discomfort on the part of 

the participant during the interview process. Upon completion of the interview, the 

enumerator asked the respondent about the interview experience overall, including 

whether there were any particular items that were not clear, confusing or 

uncomfortable. 

 

For cognitive interviewing, there are generally two options: 1) asking the 

respondent to think out loud about their experience hearing and responding to the 

question; 2) use of verbal probing. For this study, the latter option (verbal probing) 

was used, as exemplified by the illustrative example in Table A4 below. 
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Table A4: Key steps for rapid cognitive interviewing  

 
 

 

1. Beatty PC, Willis GB. Research Synthesis: The Practice of Cognitive 

Interviewing. Public Opin Q. 2007 Jun 5;71(2):287–311. 

 

 

 

Rapid cognitive interviewing (RCI) verbal probing steps: 
 

• After administering the full set of questions: 

o Ask the respondent the first original question again in full form 

Comprehension/interpretation 
o Ask: “Can you explain what these words mean to you: What is the 

meaning of ____? What about ____? And ____?” (ask about key 

words in the question; specific phrasing should be asked to frame 

the term within a specific, relatable context rather than just 

asking about the respondent’s understanding of the term in 
isolation) 

Paraphrasing 
o Ask: “If you were asking this question to your neighbor, how would 

you say it?” 

General 
o Ask: “Would this question be easy or hard for your neighbor to 

answer?” (If hard) “Why would it be hard to answer?” 
 

• Researcher writes down the responses (responses may also be audio-

recorded), as well as any other observations about the interaction 

 

• After the pre-testing, questions are discussed and refined by the research 

team in consultation with the enumerators based on participant reactions 

and feedback. 

 

• RCI continues until “saturation” is reached and no further changes to the 
questions are required (i.e., the respondents understand the questions 

easily, consistently, and correctly) 
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